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Reviewer’s report:

Major Compulsory Revisions:

Methods
1. Authors fail to provide assessment criteria for treatment response (ie RECIST, etc). Please provide

Results:
1. The subgroup analysis showed that KPS was predictive for OS. Was this assessed at the beginning of treatment or at the time consolidation? This may introduce bias if only good KPS patients received CCT.
2. What was the median time point of completion of CRT to CCT? Did a delay have an impact of OS?

Minor Essential Revisions: none

Discretionary Revisions:

Abstract:
1. Please define SD in results section

Results:
1. Authors fail to identify consolidation chemotherapy regimens. I think this is important as no consensus exists as to which agents should be administered. This is especially true when the authors state a benefit was achieved in nonsquamous histology with no increase toxicity.
2. The authors did not include RT dose in the forest plot for OS and CCT. Was there a difference in RT dose between those getting CCT and those that did not? Was RT dose a predictor in those getting CCT for OS?
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